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SCOTTISH ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY 
 

BOARD MEETING  
 

The one hundred and fifty-fourth meeting of the Agency Board took place at 1.00pm on Tuesday 
24 April 2018 in the Board Room, Angus Smith Building, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4WQ 

 

Present: 
  
Terry A’Hearn Franceska van Dijk 
Bob Downes (Chair) Nick Martin 
Richard Dixon Bill McKelvey 
Michelle Francis  Lesley Sawers 
Nicola Gordon  
Martin Hill 
 
 
In Attendance: 
 
Anne Anderson Chief Officer, Compliance and Beyond 
Catherine Cunningham Executive Support Manager (delegated substitute for the Clerk to the 

Board for agenda item 10) 
Kieron Gallagher  Head of Governance (substitute for Jo Green) 
Martin Grey Head of Communications and Marketing 
Carol Johnston Head of Employee Development (agenda item 17) 
Fiona Martin Chief Officer, People and Property 
Stuart McGregor Chief Officer Finance  
Jennifer McWhirter Clerk to the Board (attending in the capacity as Corporate Solicitor for 

agenda item 10) 
Sonia Oladoyin Board Shadower 
David Pirie Executive Director Evidence and Flooding 
Anne Turner Business Strategy Manager (agenda items 1 - 9) 
Rebecca Walker Head of Materials and Sector Planning (substitute for John Kenny) 
 
 
1 Chairman’s opening remarks 
  
 The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting.  

 
He advised that this was Sonia Oladoyin’s last meeting and thanked her for her input. He 
commented on the insightful slides she had submitted with comments on her experience. On 
behalf of the Agency Board, he wished her well for the future. 
 
The Chairman advised that a Board Planning Day was being arranged for Wednesday 12 
September 2018 with invitations being issued in due course. He also drew the Board’s 
attention to the November Agency Board meeting and confirmed that the plan was to hold it in 
Aberdeen. 
 
The Chairman confirmed that no fire drills were planned and provided details of the evacuation 
procedure. 
 
He confirmed that no members of the public were in attendance.  
 
He asked Board members to submit their completed Register of Interest forms to the Clerk to 
the Board at the end of the meeting. 
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2 Apologies for absence 
  
 Apologies for absence were received from Jo Green and John Kenny. 

 
The Chair welcomed Kieron Gallagher (representing Jo Green) and Rebecca Walker 
(representing John Kenny). 

 
3 Order of Business 
  
 The order of business was confirmed as advertised on the agenda.  

 
No items for AOB were raised. 

  
4 Declarations of Interest 
  
 No declarations of interest were raised. 
  
5 Approval of minutes of meeting of 20 February 2018 
  
 Subject to minor amendment (item 11 – Final Climate Change Statement of Commitments) 

the minutes of the meeting held on 20 February 2018 were approved as an accurate record 
of that meeting. 

  
6 Matters arising 
  
 The Clerk to the Board provided the following updates on the actions arising from the minutes 

of 20 February 2018: 
 
Item 505: An optional lunchtime session on 24 April 2018 has been arranged with a formal 
session scheduled for the Strategy Board meeting on 26 June 2018. Following the lunchtime 
session the Board agreed that the formal session will be held in July or September instead of 
June. The action remains open. 
 
Item 506: An update was circulated to Board Members on 5 March 2018. The action is now 
closed. 
 
Item 507: A draft table will be prepared on the end of May figures for review and discussion 
with Nick Martin, to agree the final format of a table for inclusion in the Quarter 1 2018/19 
financial monitoring report. The item remains open. 
 
Item 508: An update will be provided at the next meeting on 29 May 2018. The action remains 
open. 
 
Item 509: An update will be included in the quarterly financial monitoring report starting from 
Quarter 1 2018/19. The action remains open. 
 
Item 510: Work is underway to better understand and report on increased transport 
emissions. The action remains open. 
 
Item 511: Communications is developing a campaign to align with Safe SEPA and the 
introduction of officer body cameras in May 2018. The action remains open. 
 
Item 512: Future reports will more clearly reflect the seriousness of incidents. The action is 
now closed. 
 
Item 513: Carol Johnston and Nicola Gordon had a telephone meeting on 3 April 2018. The 
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action is now closed. 
 
Item 514: Sector Plans were on the agenda for the Strategy Board meeting on 20 March 
2018. The action is now closed. 
 
Item 515: This work is underway and ideas for the future will be discussed at a forthcoming 
AMT meeting. The action remains open. 
 
Item 516: A meeting took place on 20 April 2018 between Stuart McGregor, Jennifer Welsh 
and the Board Buddies. The action remains open. 
 
Item 517: This item is on the agenda for today (item 17). The action is proposed to be closed. 
 
Item 518: This was circulated to Board Members by email on 5 March 2018. The action is now 
closed. 
 
Action 519: The longer term financial/workforce planning work will incorporate a review of 
efficiency targets/pricing strategy in our charge funded work and will be brought back to the 
Board for further discussion once complete (Quarter 4 – January 2019 to March 2019). The 
action remains open. 

  
7 Chairman’s Report – verbal update 
  
 The Chairman provided a verbal update. 

 
He advised that he had met with Martin Grey and Lesly Sawers on 23 April 2018 to discuss a 
structured approach to stakeholder mapping. 
 
He confirmed that he had met with Bridget Marshall on 12 March 2018 to discuss Brexit work 
and also on 23 April 2018 to discuss Enforcement and Compliance and how Enforcement fits 
within the organisation. 
 
On 22 March 2018, the Chairman visited the Lochgilphead and Fort William teams in Oban. 
He noted that the team were very enthusiastic and that they had commented on the 
importance of the Waste Crime Team carrying out the enforcement within a small community. 
 
He drew the Board’s attention to a succession and diversity meeting which was held on 18 
April 2018 and confirmed that Fran van Dijk had also attended. Fran van Dijk will provide an 
update during the private session of the next Board meeting. 

Action: Clerk to the Board 
 
On 22 February 2018 the Chairman met with Lorne Crerar, the Chairman of the Highlands 
and Island Enterprise. He advised that further site visits would be planned as a result of this 
meeting. 
 
He met with the Cabinet Secretary, Public Body Chairs and Chief Executives on 15 March 
2018. The Chief Executive also attended. The focus was on how agencies work together to 
develop real partnerships. 
 
On 12 April 2018, he met with James Stuart, Convener, Loch Lomond and Trossachs National 
Park. James Stuart is also the MD of Entrepreneurial Scotland. The discussion was in relation 
to doing more work around tyres. 
 
The Board noted the update. 
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8 Management Reports 
  
8.1 Chief Executive’s Report (SEPA 15/18) 
  
 The Chief Executive introduced his report and advised that over the past few months the 

Strategy has been put in place. He confirmed that there is increasing evidence that staff are 
behind the Strategy but that they need more clarity and confidence in their job roles.  
 
He advised that the first three draft Sector Plans were launched at an all managers event on 
26 March 2018 and highlighted that this was a great example of culture change within the 
organisation. 
 
He drew the Board’s attention to the three posts currently vacant within in the second tier of 
management and highlighted the importance of having the right people in post. 
 
In response to a question in respect of Scottish Ministers – Call-in requests (section 1.3.1) 
Anne Anderson confirmed that this is normal and that there is a process in place including 
dialogue.  The Chairman drew the Board’s attention to a letter he had been copied into from 
the Cabinet Secretary to Scottish Water in relation to Gairloch and highlighted that SEPA is 
playing its part. 
 
In response to a question, Fiona Martin advised that the purpose of the Job Evaluation 
Scheme was to demonstrate that individuals are paid fairly for the jobs that they do. She 
advised that the current scheme was implemented in 2004 and a review of the scheme is 
needed.  The Chairman highlighted that any Board member expertise would be welcomed. 
 
The Chairman congratulated Vikki Thompson, a Scientist in the Dingwall Flood Risk team who 
won the Royal Meteorological Society Hugh Robert Mill Prize for her research entitled ‘High 
Risk of unprecedented UK rainfall in the current climate’ while at the Met Office (section 
2.2.2). 

 
The Board noted the report  

  
9 Risk Management Annual Review for 2017-18 (SEPA 14/18) 
  
 Kieron Gallagher introduced the report with Anne Turner in attendance. 

 
Kieron Gallagher advised that the paper details how risk has been managed for a nine month 
period and also presents the current risk register, which was previously circulated at the 
March Audit Committee meeting. 
 
In response to a question raised around risk 007, Rebecca Walker advised that the risk is 
currently being reviewed and will take into account the work being undertaken with other 
functions including finance and legal in the future. 
 
The Board asked to see the revised risk (R007) prior to the next scheduled risk review. 

Action: Rebecca Walker/John Kenny 
 
In response to a question in relation to the Bathing Water risk (R029) David Pirie confirmed 
that actions are on track. Lesley Sawers, as Chair of the Audit Committee, highlighted that 
there was an ongoing audit action to initiate discussions with Scottish Government regarding 
powers in this area. 
 
The Board noted the report. 
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10 General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) (SEPA 16/18) 

  
 Kieron Gallagher introduced the report with Jennifer McWhirter, in her capacity as Corporate 

Solicitor, in attendance. 
 
For this item only, the Clerk to the Board, Jennifer McWhirter formally delegated Clerk to the 
Board duties to Catherine Cunningham. 
 
Kieron Gallagher advised that the paper provides a brief update of the work currently 
underway in preparation for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into force 
on 25 May 2018. He also asked the Board to approve the revised draft data protection policy. 
 
Jennifer McWhirter advised that SEPA currently has a data protection policy however, under 
GDPR there is a new principle of accountability which includes demonstrating compliance with 
other principles. The new policy incorporates this. She advised that there are a few minor 
changes to be made to the policy and that there are operational documents which sit below it. 
A full review and consultation with Unison will be undertaken and guidance will be provided to 
staff working in certain areas. 
 
In response to a question, Jennifer McWhirter advised that SEPA needs to advise customers 
exactly what purpose it will use their data for and that staff will need to be aware of their 
responsibilities. 
 
Jennifer McWhirter advised that an Agency Contractor solicitor has been employed for a six 
month period to, as a priority, review current contracts. 
 
In response to a query, Jennifer McWhirter advised that the permit applications we issue note 
the purpose for which we need to hold information but that we need to look at what we require 
in the future and apply the same principles going forward. 
 
The Board approved the data protection policy. 

  
11 Sector Planning – Next Steps (SEPA 18/18) 
  
 The Chief Executive introduced the paper and highlighted that it advised the Board of the next 

ten Sector Plans which have been selected by the Agency Management Team (AMT) for 
development and to seek feedback from Board Members as to how Board input through the 
Board Buddy process should be arranged. 
 
He advised that the first six Sector Plans were a mix of sectors. The next ten plans had strong 
staff input, including through a Staff Ideas Group, that helped develop the selection criteria 
used by the AMT. The sectors selected represent different points from the supply chain. 
 
In response to a question the Chief Executive advised that there is a process to identify 
sectors and how they are linked and confirmed that common areas will be built into future 
plans if appropriate. 
 
The Board discussed the dairy split and suggested that as dairy Farming owns much of the 
process it should be named ‘Dairy Production’ to allow the sector to understand what is being 
referred to. 
 
The Board agreed that the Dairy Sector Plan title will be reviewed to reflect the work on ‘dairy 
production’ and that a further discussion will be had at a future Board meeting. 

Action: Chief Executive/Rebecca Walker 
 
The Board agreed that Board Buddies should be involved at the beginning of the process, 
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during development, only and that the work then becomes an operational area. The Board 
noted that the involvement of the Board will focus on Strategic intent and that it is then the 
responsibility of Board Buddies to use judgement as to when to withdraw. 
 
The Board agreed that Sector Plans should continue to be presented to the Board for 
approval. 
 
The Board noted the report 

  
12 Board Work Programme 
  
12.1 Report on Board seminar 24 April 2018 
  
 The Clerk to the Board confirmed that the Agency Board in a session that morning had 

covered assessing the effectiveness of Scotland’s public flood warning service – an 
independent review by Scotland’s Centre of Expertise for Waters (CREW) and Safe SEPA.  
 
The first session on, the effectiveness of Scotland’s public flood warning service – an 
independent review by Scotland’s Centre of Expertise for Waters (CREW), focussed on three 
key products: the Scottish Flood Forecasting Service (Flood Guidance Statement to Category 
1 and Category 2 responders); Flood Alerts; and Flood Warnings.  The Board discussed the 
outcomes of the independent CREW research and ideas from Board feedback will be further 
explored outwith the meeting. 
 
The Flood Warning alert details will be issued to Board Members to allow them to join the 
service. 

Action: David Pirie/Clerk to the Board 
 
The second session on ‘Safe SEPA’ presented examples of the journey so far, a practical 
case study including previous and recent Business Continuity examples and detailed group 
discussion on setting people, including Board members up for success. The feedback from 
the Board included the following key points; communication – the trigger for involving the 
Board should be when the Emergency Management Group is set up; a tick box approach 
style can be positive in the appropriate situation; recognitions should be considered as a way 
to change behaviour; the Safe SEPA digest should be made available to the Board; and close 
loop learning where there is learning and encouragement should be looked at along with the 
current whistleblowing process and its effectiveness.  
 
A seminar session on Culture Change will be arranged for a future meeting with other updates 
being included in the CEO report. 

Action: Clerk to the Board/Kieron Gallagher 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
12.2 Board Member Engagement Activity 
  
 Lesley Sawers advised that she was invited to speak at SHE sustainability conference on 20 

April 2018 as Deputy Chair of the SEPA Board. Fran van Dijk and Sonia Oladoyin were also 
in attendance. 
 
Board Members will advise the Clerk to the Board of their attendance at any events in 
advance so that this information can be shared with Martin Grey. 

Action: Clerk to the Board 
 
Michelle Francis and Richard Dixon confirmed that they had attended the Enforcement 
Undertaking Review Workshop on 22 March 2018. It was noted that there was a good range 
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of discussion and that the staff who attended were enthusiastic. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
12.3 Board Buddy Register 
  
 The Clerk to the Board reported that the Board Buddy Register had been reviewed and 

confirmed that the Sector Plans have been grouped together. 
 
She advised that there were two further updates: a meeting has been planned for 10 May 
2018 with Commercial Services Board Buddies; and the Air Quality work has requested 
another Board Buddy. She confirmed that a Board Session on Air Quality will be arranged for 
November 2018. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
13 Board Committee Reports 
13.1 Audit Committee – draft minute of meeting held on 20 March 2018 
  
 Lesley Sawers introduced the minutes and advised that Nicola Gordon and Martin Hill had 

attended their first meeting as Audit Committee members. 
 
The committee considered three reports: Delegated Authorities and Risk Management; 
Bathing Waters; and Business Continuity Planning. She drew the Board’s attention to the fact 
that all findings were allocated ‘green’ status in the Delegated Authorities audit and that the 
Committee had recommended that discussions were initiated with Scottish Government in 
respect of the Bathing Waters audit.  She confirmed that the Committee had agreed that 
Nicola Gordon and Kieron Gallagher would meet to have a further discussion around the 
support required to enable managers to provide risk based plans that focus on the things that 
matter in respect of the Business Continuity audit. 
 
Lesley Sawers highlighted that the internal audit plan had been revised to incorporate new 
audits: Sustainable Growth Agreements, Sector Plans, Enforcement Powers and the Charging 
Scheme and that change management would be assessed as part of all agreed audit reviews. 
She advised that a three year plan was going to be produced to show how risk has been 
tracked and highlighted that the Committee had agreed that there should be a specific session 
on BREXIT scheduled for a future Audit Committee meeting. 
 
She concluded by providing an update on the timescales for the internal audit tender. 
 
The Board noted that the Safe SEPA digest received by the Audit Committee in March 2018 
had been included in the morning Safe SEPA Board seminar session. 
 
The Board noted the report. 

  
14 Action Note 

  
 The Clerk to the Board provided an update on the action note and drew attention to: 

 
Action 446: options for the Board’s consideration were presented at the Agency Board 
meeting on 20 February 2018. The action is now closed. 
 
Action 467: A session on city deals was on the agenda for the 20 March 2018 Board Strategy 
meeting. The action is now closed. 
 
Action 468: A Parliamentary Engagement Presentation was on the Strategy Board agenda for 
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20 March 2018. The action is now closed. 
 
Action 472: A lunchtime session is being arranged for 26 June 2018. This item remains open. 
 
Action 482: Options to streamline future Annual Report and Accounts were brought to the 
Board for comment on 28 November 2017. This action is now closed. 
 
Action 489: This will be presented at the next Board meeting on 29 May 2018. The Board 
noted that Michelle Francis and Martin Hill are Board Buddies. The action remains open. 
 
Action 496: This action was deleted from the action note in error and will be added back in. A 
paper is being presented to the AMT for consideration. The action remains open. 
 
Action 502: A lunchtime session is being arranged for the second quarter of the year.  The 
AMT lead has changed to John Kenny. The action remains open. 
 
Action 504: A Board session will be planned for Quarter two/ three. The action remains open. 
 
The Board noted the updates. 

  
15 Any Other Business  
  
 No other business was raised. 
  
16 Date and time of next meeting 

  
 The next meeting will be held on 29 May 2018 at 1pm.  

 
The following items were considered by the Board members and officers in private session 
 
17 Implementation of Findings of People Survey (SEPA 17/18) 
  
 The Board noted the report. 
  
18 The Environmental Regulation (Scotland) Charging Scheme 2018 - Verbal Update 
  
 The Board noted the update. 
  

 


